Specifications tableSubject area*Biophysics*More specific subject area*Single molecule force spectroscopy*Type of data*Position records from an optical tweezers instrument*How data was acquired*Custom double optical tweezers instrument*Data format*Raw and graph*Experimental factors*DNA containing the operator O3 in between two copies of the operator O1 was labeled with biotins at both ends. Wild-type LacI was expressed In e.coli. No pretreatment of data*Experimental features*A single DNA molecule was stretched between streptavidin-coated beads and interactions with a single LacI molecule were recorded under forces in the range 3-10 pN*Data source location*Sesto Fiorentino, Italy, LENS -- European Laboratory for Non-linear Spectroscopy*Data accessibilityThe raw data files are provided in the Data in Brief Dataverse, <https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/URGSKI>[@bib1]*. All other data is with this article*Related research article*Tempestini* et al. *"Sliding of a single lac repressor protein along DNA is tuned by DNA sequence and molecular switching", NAR 46, 5001--5011 (2018)***Value of the data**•The data presented here is acquired using ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy [@bib3] and shows a much higher spatial and temporal resolution and much longer observation time compared to analogous single molecule studies using fluorescence microscopy [@bib2], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]. Therefore, the data might contain valuable information on rapid (ms) conformational changes of the lactose repressor protein (LacI) during its interaction with cognate and non-cognate DNA sequences, as well as conformational changes occurring on a time scale of several minutes [@bib8].•Although the authors developed methods to analyze ultrafast force-clamp data on molecular motors [@bib9], [@bib10], the analysis of the sliding motion of proteins along DNA during their target search would require advanced analysis tools to fully uncover sequence-dependent changes in sliding velocity. The shared data can be used to develop such tools.•Models of DNA target search by transcription factors, restriction enzymes and other DNA-processing proteins rely to a great extent on single molecule data [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]. Single molecule high-resolution data obtain with ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy can serve as a benchmark to define and test such models.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

The shared data are recordings from ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy experiments in which a single lactose repressor protein (LacI) was interacting with a DNA molecule. The DNA molecule was a 10.2-kbp DNA construct containing the low-affinity operator O3 in between two copies of the high-affinity operator O1 [@bib14]. The three operators were placed in the center of the DNA construct and the O3 operator was separated by 212 and 92 bp from the two O1 operators, respectively (relative distances between the operators are displayed in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The DNA molecule was labeled with biotins at both ends, to allow the specific binding to streptavidin-coated microspheres. Experimental records, acquired as described in the next section, showed specific binding of LacI at specific locations on the DNA, corresponding to the distances between the operators O1 and O3 and with different affinity between O1 and O3, as expected [@bib14] ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, we observed sliding of LacI along the DNA construct with a broad distribution of sliding velocities. From those velocities, we calculated the LacI diffusion coefficient on DNA, as described in Ref. [@bib2]. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C shows the distribution of diffusion coefficients, which is well fitted by a Gaussian distribution centered around D~lac~ = 4.1 × 10^5^ nm^2^s^−1^ and with a standard deviation σ = 2.3 × 10^5^ nm^2^s^−1^. Raw experimental records are composed by several minutes acquired at 200kHz and are therefore extremely large. We share few representative records under 3, 5, and 10 pN force [@bib1], in which LacI shows binding to the three operators and sliding. Matlab scripts to read, plot and convert the raw data, as explained in the following section, are shared as supplemental files. About 156 traces obtained from scanning 22 DNA molecules and 54 LacI molecules with forces in the 3--10 pN range are available upon reasonable request to the authors.Fig. 1**A)** Sketch of the DNA construct used in the data reported here. **B)** Distribution of the attachment point of LacI along DNA under negative force for the experimental record "Misclamp1" [@bib1]. **C)** Distribution of the diffusion coefficient of LacI on DNA under ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy. Measurements in (B) and (C) are under 3 pN force.Fig. 1

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

Data are acquired using ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy, which is extensively described elsewhere [@bib2], [@bib3]. Briefly, a single DNA molecule is trapped between two 1 μm diameter beads (forming a structure named herein "dumbbell"), pre-stretched at about 3 pN tension, and brought in close proximity to a third bead attached on the coverslip surface, where a LacI protein is present. Two voltage signals (V~1~, V~2~) proportional to the displacement of the two beads from the trap center along the DNA direction (x~bead1~, x~bead2~) are recorded from two quadrant photodiodes (QPD) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These signals are also proportional to the applied forces, as F~1,2~ = -k~1,2~x~bead1,2~, where k is the trap stiffness and indices 1,2 refers to the two traps. The two traps can be moved independently along x by using two acousto-optic deflectors (AOD). The position of the two traps (x~trap1~, x~trap2~) is proportional to the AOD frequency (f~1~, f~2~). A double feedback loop is applied to the two AODs to maintain a constant net force on the beads by changing the AODs frequencies f~1~, f~2~ to maintain x~bead1~, x~bead2~ constant. The total force F is alternated back and forth to maintain the dumbbell within a preset spatial interval as the dumbbell moves in a triangular wave.Fig. 2Sketch of the ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy configuration to measure interaction between LacI and DNA. The figure shows voltage signals from the QPD (V~1~, V~2~) and their relation to the bead displacements x~bead1~, x~bead2~ through the detector calibration factors β~1~,β~2~. The figure also shows the frequencies f~1~, f~2~ of the acoustic waves generated inside the two AODs and their relation with the trap positions x~trap1~, x~trap2~ through the calibration factors α~1~,α~2~.Fig. 2

When LacI binds DNA, interactions are detected from a change in velocity of the dumbbell. The dumbbell movement either slows down when LacI slides on DNA applying a viscous load, or stops when LacI binds strongly to DNA [@bib2]. Differently from ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy data obtained from the interaction between molecular motors and cytoskeletal filaments, in which interactions are detected from abrupt changes in the filament velocity [@bib3], [@bib9], [@bib10], LacI-DNA interaction also shows variable changes in filament velocity corresponding to LacI sliding. Description of data analysis for strong interactions to DNA as well as analysis of sliding and how sliding velocity was converted to diffusion coefficients is extensively described in Tempestini et al. [@bib2].

The voltage signals V~1~, V~2~ from the QPDs are recorded together with the frequencies f~1~, f~2~ of the acoustic waves generated inside the AODs. Data is organized in a proprietary raw format (named "UFCS", from ultrafast force-clamp spectroscopy) starting with a header that contains all the experimental parameters used during data acquisition, followed by raw data formed by 4 channels (2 QPD voltages + 2 AOD frequencies). Calibration of the trap stiffness k~1,2~ and the detector calibration factors β~1~,β~2~ are obtained before measurements using a power spectrum method [@bib15] and recorded in the file header. We provide a Matlab script to read the header (readUFCSheader.m), a script to read the data (readUFCSdata.m), and a script that uses both readUFCSheader.m and readUFCSdata.m to load and visualize the data (ViewUFCSFiles.m). Data can be also saved as an ASCII table that can be imported in Excel, Origin, or similar analysis software. The file to be read must be in the current folder of Matlab and the filename written in a text file named UFCSfiles.txt. [Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in supplementary materials shows a description of the header. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a 10 min record visualized through the ViewUFCSFiles.m script. The time scale is large compared to the period of the triangular wave, which appears as vertical lines in the position records ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and D). Long interactions correspond to the binding of LacI to the three operators, as highlighted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B. Binding positions to the same operator under positive (green arrows) and negative (red arrows) force appear displaced by several tens of nanometers in the direction of the force because of the elasticity of the DNA-LacI complex.Fig. 3Example of a representative 10 min record "Misclamp1", acquired under 3 pN force [@bib1]. **A)** and **B)** are force signals obtained from the voltage signals V~1~, V~2~ as F~1,2~ = -k~1,2~ xbead~1,2~ = - k~1,2~ β~1,2~ V~1,2~. **C)** and **D)** are position signals obtained from the frequency signals f~1~, f~2~ as x~trap1,2~ = α~1,2~ f~1,2~. Vertical red dashed lines delimit regions in which the net force on the DNA was either positive (green arrows) or negative (red arrows).Fig. 3
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